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Atomic-thick monolayer two-dimensional materials present advantageous properties

compared to their bulk counterparts. The properties and behavior of these monolayers
can be modified by introducing defects namely defect engineering. We review a group of
common 2D crystals, including graphene, graphyne, graphdiyne, graphn-yne, silicene,

germanene, hexagonal boron nitride monolayers, and MoS2 monolayers, focusing on the
effect of the defect engineering on these two-dimensional monolayer materials. Defect
engineering leads to the discovery of potentially exotic properties that make the field
of two-dimensional crystals fertile for future investigations and emerging technological

applications with precisely tailored properties.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Due to its unique physical properties, graphene has attracted tremendous attention.

In the mean time, the discovery of the graphene signaled the start of a race exploring

atomically thick two-dimentional (2D) materials1. Because of quantum confinement

in the third dimension, these 2D materials demonstrated distinct properties from

their bulk counterparts. There are many reviews investigating these 2D materials2,3,

however the effects of defects and defect engineering have been less studied and

reviewed. In this paper we review recent studies of defects in such 2D one atom

thick materials.

Crystals are inherently imperfect, and contain defects. For example, vacancies

and self-interstitial atoms can statistically be formed and annihilated by thermo-

dynamics. However, defects are integral to the semi-conductor industry, as with

the addition of just one dopant atom per hundred million host atoms significantly

alters the electronic properties of the host material. This phenomenon has been

used for years to improve nano-semi-conductors and thus facilitate miniaturisation

of electronic devices. Each dopant can then be seen as a kind of atomic point defect.

As such, defects in 2D crystals are an attractive target because their two dimen-

sional nature makes it easier to add, remove, or move atoms to alter their electronic

properties, in a process known as self-doping. Defects can also be patterned into

extended structures to give entirely new properties. Theorists have proposed that

such extended defects could be used to modify the electronic properties of materials.

Such defects and dopants have the possibility of modifying the magnetic prop-

erties within these structures. Defects that result in zigzag edges within structures

give rise to magnetism that would be useful for spintronic devices. These zigzag

edges can exist in structures such as graphene nanoribbons as a terminating edge

state, however point defects such as a single or small cluster of atomic vacancies

may also produce zigzag states within graphene. Dopant atoms within graphene

may also induce magnetism that can be modulated by the concentration of dopants.

Furthermore, graphene-like systems can also experience magnetism due to defects.

Such materials could prove useful for device applications involving spin control in

situations where simple graphene would be unviable.

There are many graphene-like 2D materials being explored2,3,4,5,6,7,8. In order

to keep this review concise, we restrict ourselves to “popular” 2D materials, such

as graphene, graphyne and its families, monolayer h-BN, silicene, germanene, and

monolayer MoS2 .

The graphyne family consists of variations on graphene, formed by introduc-

ing acetylenic linkages within the hexagonal lattice of graphene. Several forms of

graphene have been predicted by Baughman and Eckardt, with varying concen-

trations of acetylenic linkages9, leading to new properties not seen in graphene.

The mechanical, electronic, and thermal properties have been investigated using

computational techniques including Molecular Dynamics and Density Functional

Theory, but also continuum methods. One possibility of considerable interest is
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semi-conduction, which led to studies of charge carrier mobility and band gap tun-

ing. The ability to tune the band gap would allow for the customization of materials

to a particular application, potentially leading to the creation of more effective de-

vices. Various means of altering these properties, including slightly altering the

lattice structures, introducing vacancies, and adsorbing other types of atoms onto

the sheets of the different graphynes, will be discussed in addition to the mechan-

ical differences between the various forms of graphyne. Graphyne has yet to be

synthesized, so computational studies are the primary methodology for the studies

discussed in this section.

Hexagonal boron nitride is an analogue of graphene, in that it is formed from

the same hexagonal lattice, however it consists of an alternating pattern of boron

and nitrogen atoms rather than purely carbon atoms. Experimental as well as com-

putational methods have produced results regarding the mechanical, electronic,

and thermal properties of this material. Additionally, because of the similar lat-

tice structure of hexagonal boron nitride to graphene, hybrid structures have been

investigated that combine the two materials into a single crystal structure. While

the mechanical properties are impressive, significant effort has been applied to the

investigation of the electronic and magnetic properties. The effects of vacancies and

doping on the band gap, as well as adsorption of other atoms, have been studied

and will be discussed. Synthesis of multi-layer hexagonal boron nitride has been ac-

complished, and some experimental results are discussed in addition to the results

of computational studies, although comparisons are limited because a single layer

of the material has not been experimentally examined yet.

As carbon is immediately next to silicon on the periodic table, a sensible question

to ask was whether similarly revolutionary properties as those obtained by creating

one atom thick layers of carbon could be obtained from the creation of similar

layers made of silicon. The result was silicene, which is the thinnest possible form

of silicon and can be considered as being to silicon what graphene is to carbon.

Silicene has been studied with interest, possibly because it could be more com-

patible with existing silicon-based electronics than graphene. Its combination with

germanene, the graphene-analogue of Germanium could provide a transition semi-

conducting material until graphene-based semi-conductors become more efficient.

Molybdenum disulfide (MoS2 ) monolayers have received enormous attention

due to their striking optical, electronic, and mechanic properties10,11. Mono-

layer MoS2 has a direct optical gap of 1.8 eV12,13,14. The presence of this band

gap makes monolayer MoS2 interesting for applications in nanoelectronics where

it allows for the fabrication of transistors with low power dissipation and cur-

rent on/off ratios. The applications of MoS2 also includes field-effect transistors

(FET)15,16, valleytronics17,18,19,20,21,22, phototransistors23,24, gas sensors25, cat-

alytic hydrodesulfonization26,27, hydrogen evolution28,29, photoelectrochemcial hy-

drogen production30,31,32,33, small-signal amplifiers34, solid lubricants35, and non-

volatile memory cells36. In addition, monolayer MoS2 has promising applications in

flexible electronics where it would combine high performance with low cost.
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II focuses on graphene,

Section III on graphyne, graphdi-yne, and graphn-yne. Section IV addresses h-BN

monolayers whilst Section V discusses silicene and germanene. Section VI, focusing

on MoS2 monolayers, is followed by conclusions in Section VII.

2. Graphene

2.1. Magnetic Properties

Since its discovery1, graphene along with its derivative structures, have been shown

to have a number of interesting properties. Here, we examine the recent studies

on the magnetic properties of graphene. Ordinarily, a pristine graphene sheet is

a two dimensional crystal composed of two sublattices of carbon atoms, lattice A

and lattice B, that displays no net magnetic moment. However, magnetism may be

induced through engineering the shape of the graphene sheets into other forms, such

as nanoribbons or zero dimensional structures. Additionally, magnetism may be

induced in graphene by introducing defects such as vacancies in specified locations

as well as through doping. By being able to precisely control the magnetic properties

of graphene, a wide range of applications is possible.

2.1.1. Magnetism due to Edge Shape

According to the Hubbard model and benzenoid graph theory37,38, an imbalance

between the A and B lattice sites in a bipartite lattice will result in a magnetic

ground state. This can be seen in cases where graphene has been cut into structures

with zigzag edge shapes39,40,41,42. Examining Figure 1, along a single zigzag direc-

tion there is an imbalance of lattice sites. Note however, that along the armchair

direction there is no imbalance, thus there is no induced magnetism for graphene

structures containing only armchair edges. Furthermore while there exists a net

magnetization, it is however not uniform throughout the structure. Moving away

from the source of the magnetism, in this case the zigzag edges, results in a decay

of the magnetization on each carbon atom until, for a sufficiently large distance,

there is no longer an individual magnetization on the carbon atoms and that region

of the structure returns to the usual nonmagnetic state.

The magnetism resulting from edge states in structures such as ZGNRs also

plays an important role in transport properties. In a brief report which compares a

pristine and a Klein defect ZGNR43, it is found that with the presence of an external

gate, the Klein edge defects result in a transition from pure spin current to a spin

degenerate charge current that is close to the Fermi energy. Furthermore, with the

inclusion of a Klein defect, the ZGNR exhibits a net magnetization with a spin split

band gap. Using a gate-injected charge density that was obtained self consistently

along with conductance calculations performed within Landauer’s formalism, it was

found that an external gate could tune the band gap in both pristine ZGNRs and

Klein edge defect ZGNRs. For pristine ZGNRs, the external gate causes a switching
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Fig. 1. (Color online) Example of the A and B lattice configuration with a top zigzag edge.
Reproduced with permission 39. Copyright 2012 American Physical Society.

on of charge current with the up and down spin electrons being equivalent. How-

ever, in the case of the Klein defect ZGNRs, within approximately 1.0V , only the

majority of the spin, either up or down, transmits. Beyond 1.0V , the system turns

nonmagnetic and both spins will have identical transmission. This indicates that it

is possible to tune the current in ZGNRs from a spin polarized to an unpolarized

state by simply modulating the external gate.

2.1.2. Magnetism due to Vacancies

Aside from edge shape, disruption of the balance between A and B lattice sites

through vacancy defects also induces magnetism. Theoretical studies show that

vacancies in graphene sheets44 as well as in graphene nanoribbons45,46 (GNRs)

induce magnetism whose magnitude is determined by the number and size of the

defects. It is shown that vacancies created in one of the two lattices result in a net

magnetic moment, however with vacancies corresponding to both lattices, the net

magnetic moment disappears. It is indicated that each dangling orbital that appears

as a result of the vacancy contributes 1.0 µB , and any remaining magnetic moment

corresponds to the imbalance in spin polarized π orbitals. They go on to show that

with large enough vacancies or appropriate configurations, there may exist a zero

net magnetic moment despite the presence of zigzag edges. This is not contradictory

for the previous section because while zigzag edges exist, they are offset by armchair

components that result in a balance of the A and B lattices. Thus, while locally

there is a magnetic moment on each atom that represents a ferromagnetic ordering,

there exists another ferromagnetic ordering elsewhere in the structures that are

of opposite spin. Furthermore, in a recent experiment47, nanopores were created in
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graphene through chemical vapor deposition that resulted in ferro-magnetism, with

a saturation magnetization of 0.04 emu/g, that was stable at room temperature.

The source of the magnetization is from the high density of zigzag edges that were

present as a result of the newly created vacancies.

2.1.3. Magnetism due to Doping

Another way to induce magnetism in graphene structures is through doping.

Through lithium doping48, the edges of zigzag graphene nanoribbons (ZGNRs)

can be tuned in a non-destructive manner. When lithium is adsorbed onto ZGNRs,

there is a strong tendency to bind with the edges of the ZGNR. This is shown by

the fact that there is a large energy barrier, roughly 0.6 eV, for the lithium atom to

move from one edge of a 10-ZGNR to the other. Due to the lithium atom binding

only along the edges, it is possible to tune the two edges of a ZGNR individually.

By introducing the lithium atom to the structure, the spin polarization is reduced

along that edge, allowing for tuning of the magnetization of the ZGNR.

Other forms of doping may be used to alter the magnetics of graphene such as

hybrid carbon and boron nitride structures49. The advantage of such structures is

that the band gap of the resulting composite structure may be modulated by chang-

ing the ratio of carbon with boron nitride. By introducing appropriate graphene

structures with zigzag edges into a boron nitride layer, magnetism may be induced

which can be tuned by changing the size of the graphene segments. It is reported

that the resulting composite structures exhibit stabilities similar to that of pure

boron nitride sheets.

2.1.4. Graphene-like Systems

In addition to graphene or graphene based materials, the magnetics of structures

that resemble the hexagonal graphene lattice but consist of other elements are

also of interest. Systems such as hexagonal lattices that consist of metallic atoms

like aluminum with other elements such as silicon express magnetism when cut

into armchair nanoribbons50. What is interesting about this material is that, as

opposed to magnetism that originates from edge states such as in zigzag graphene

nanoribbons, these systems have a ferro-magnetism that originates across the width

of the nanoribbons as seen in Figure 2c and d. This is useful due to the fact that the

edges in nanoribbons are susceptible to reconstructions and edge defects that could

alter the magnetic properties of those systems away from what would be desirable.

Instead in AlSi, the magnetism is itinerant band magnetism. Furthermore, due to

the magnetism not being a result of the edge states, the magnetism is distributed in

a more ordered manner over the entire structure rather than decaying towards the

center. However this configuration is shown to be stable only up to an NA value of

7 or less. Beyond NA = 7, the AlSi structures deform strongly. Instead, structures

that have silicon atoms occupying the edge states rather than aluminum and silicon,
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Fig. 2. (Color online) Structures of AlSi nanoribbons. (a) An equal number of aluminum and
silicon atoms along the edges. (b) Only silicon along the edges. (c,d) Spin density of two different

sized nanoribbons. Reproduced with permission50. Copyright 2012 Elsevier B.V.

as seen in Figure 2b, have a configuration that is more stable and does not exhibit

distortion at larger NA values. It is reported though, that the difference in energy

between the ferromagnetic and the nonmagnetic states of the AlSi nanoribbons is

small, ranging on the order of tens of milli-electron volts. Nonetheless, the results

presented here show that magnetism may also be produced in hexagonal systems

that is not dependent on the edge states.

Other hexagonal-based one dimensional structures that contain metallic atoms

that express magnetism also exist. Specifically when zinc oxide (ZnO), which is

ordinarily a nonmagnetic semi-conductor, is doped with non-metal elements, there

is a resulting ferromagnetic moment51. Carbon, boron, and nitrogen are the three

cases of doping presented and their resulting magnetic moments are examined and

compared with the nonmagnetic undoped ZnO structure. It was found that by re-

placing an oxygen atom with a carbon atom, a ferromagnetic moment arises that

is centered on the carbon atom and decays away from the center as seen in Figure

3a and b. The cause of the magnetic moment is primarily from the strong coupling

between the 2p orbital of carbon and 3d orbitals of zinc around the carbon atom.

Furthermore, the effect of a second carbon atom dopant was investigated at varying

distances between the two carbon atoms. The carbon dopants occupy the lattice

positions of two adjacent oxygen atoms and as they are moved further apart, the

ZnO monolayer undergoes a transition from nonmagnetic to anti-ferromagnetic to
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Fig. 3. (Color online) (a) Structure of a ZnO monolayer with a single carbon dopant atom shown in

green. (b) Spin density around the carbon atom dopant. Reproduced with permission 51. Copyright
2012 American Chemical Society.

ferromagnetic. At their closest distance in which the carbon atoms form a dimer

pair, the ZnO monolayer exhibits a nonmagnetic state. Moving the two atoms apart

results in an anti-ferromagnetic moment up to about 6.46 Å until the distance is in-

creased to 8.62 Å, in which the ZnO layer becomes a ferromagnetic semi-conductor.

The energy difference between the ferromagnetic and the anti-ferromagnetic states

is relatively small, on the order of tens of milli-electron volts and as the distance

between the two carbon atoms increases, the energy difference increases as well.

However, based on the formation energy required for the system, the most sta-

ble state was determined to be the nonmagnetic case in which the carbon atoms

were at their closest distance. For the case of the boron doped ZnO monolayer,

the results are similar. With a single boron atom replacing an oxygen atom, there

is a net magnetic moment that is centered around the boron atom. Incorporating

an additional dopant boron atom results in a nonmagnetic configuration at their

closest distance that changes to anti-ferromagnetic and then to ferromagnetic as

the distance increases. The configuration with the lowest formation energy is when

the two dopant atoms are at their closest distance. In the case of nitrogen doping,

the results differ from the carbon and boron systems. Like carbon and boron, a

single nitrogen dopant induces a ferromagnetic state, however in the case of two

dopant atoms, they do not form a dimer pair. Instead, the two dopant nitrogens

maintain their initial positions of the oxygen sites and the system is in an anti-

ferromagnetic state. Furthermore, as the nitrogen atoms are moved further apart

into other oxygen lattice sites, the system maintains an anti-ferromagnetic state

in which there is a very small difference between the anti-ferromagnetic and the

ferromagnetic energies. Similar to the carbon and boron cases however, the system

with the lowest formation energy occurs when the two nitrogen dopants are at their

closest distance.

2.2. Mechanical models of graphene

Much work has been reported on the mechanical modelling of graphene. Al-

though quantum mechanics modeling is accurate, it is limited for small size and
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zero temperature52,53. Commonly, models considering finite temperature effects

and/or large systems rely on molecular dynamics (MD) modeling. For example,

MD simulations were able to reveal anomalous strength characteristics of tilt grain

boundaries54. Hydrogen functionalization of graphene was also studied by MD sim-

ulations in Ref. 55. First principles simulations and quasi-harmonic approximations

were recently used to study temperature dependent elastic constants and ultimate

strength of graphene (and graphyne)56.

Alternatives to MD simulations include continuum models57, simplified struc-

tural models based on beam lattices58. Amongst the continuum models, non-

local elasticity theories have been widely used to account for scale effects at the

nanoscale59,59,60,61,62.

The validity of simplified (homogenised) continuum approaches was investigated

in Ref. 63 using bond orbital models, showing that for certain deformations, con-

tinuum plate theory breaks down when modelling graphene sheets. In the same

piece of work, MD simulations permitted to assess the validity of the plate model

assumptions when modelling multi-layer graphene structures.

To simulate the rupture of “large” structures or assemblies, an important obsta-

cle remains: the homogenisation of fracturing structures. Homogenisation is indeed

limited to the pre-peak behaviour. Conventional approaches based on homogenisa-

tion are therefore insufficient to deal with fracture. Promising approaches based on a

concurrent coupling of a fine-scale model in the regions where fracture/dislocations

occur with homogenised models elsewhere were presented64,65,66,67. Alternative

methods propose to reduce the computational expense through algebraic model

reduction68,69,70,71. Ultimately, these approaches aim at permitting to study struc-

tures of engineering relevance at an affordable computational cost.

3. Graphyne and its families

After the discovery of graphene, many additional two dimensional carbon structures

were found to be thermodynamically stable, and have the potential to be used in

many new devices due to their unusual properties. Graphyne, graphdi-yne, and

graphn-yne are all materials of this class. Their mechanical, electrical, and magnetic

properties are the subject of continuing investigations, both in their pristine state,

and with different functionalizations, dopants, and vacancies in the lattice structure.

For each material, the pristine studies will be addressed first, followed by the studies

of the modified structures.

Graphyne was first proposed in 1987 by Baughman and Eckardt as part of a

larger investigation into the properties of new forms of carbon that had been spo-

radically reported, but not systematically investigated9. Graphyne is of particular

interest due to its electronic structure, which is quite different than existing mate-

rials, including other carbon based materials such as diamond and graphite. The

most common form of graphyne is γ graphyne, although several others have been

studied as well. If unspecified, γ graphyne is assumed.
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3.1. Graphyne Mechanical Studies

Several studies using different methodologies have produced a range of values for

the Young’s Modulus, ultimate stress, and ultimate strain of pristine graphyne. A

widely cited molecular dynamics study by Cranford and Buehler72 employed two

methods to calculate the Young’s modulus, a uniaxial constant strain rate approach,

and an energy minimization approach.

For the constant strain rate approach, a 100 Å square sheet of graphyne (Fig. 4)

was created with non periodic boundary conditions, using hydrogen to stabilize

the edges of the sheet, and the ReaxFF potential, which is based on data from ab

initio calculations, to describe the inter-atomic potentials. A constant velocity was

applied to the atoms, creating a uniform strain rate on the atoms. The edges parallel

to the velocity vector are allowed to move in the direction of the velocity, and the

other translational degrees of freedom are fixed. The virial stress was calculated for

the interior volume of the sheet, neglecting the stress concentration caused by the

boundary conditions.

The energy minimization method used the same sheet of graphyne as before,

however it applied a finite strain to the system and quasi-statically minimized the

potential energy of the system. Young’s modulus was obtained by curve fitting the

potential energy vs strain curve and solving equation (1).

U = 1/2Eǫ2 (1)

The constant strain rate approach yielded the armchair modulus as 532.5 GPa

and the zigzag modulus as 700.0 GPa, whereas the the energy minimization ap-

proach gave 629.4 GPa and 772.0 GPa, respectively, which are significantly differ-

ent. The calculated values for the ultimate stresses are much more consistent. In

the armchair and zigzag directions they are approximately 46 GPa and 104 GPa,

respectively. The differing Young’s Modulus values indicate some strain rate depen-

dence, however the similarity of the ultimate stresses indicated it does not effect the

breaking strength of the material. It should be noted that the conversion of N/m

to GPa used a thickness value of 3.20 Å , which was determined to be the minimum

system potential energy with respect to interlayer distance72.

Another study by Zhang et. al.73 also used molecular dynamics and the Adaptive

Intermolecular Reactive Empirical Bond Order potential (AIREBO) to investigate

the properties of 4 different forms of graphyne: α, β, 6,6,12 (also named delta), and

γ. The γ graphyne is formed by using acetylenic linkages to connect the carbon

hexagons of graphene72. The other forms of graphyne are formed by replacing dif-

ferent percentages of single bonds with acetylenic linkages. α graphyne has 100%,

β has 66.67%, γ has 33.33%, and δ has 41.67% (Fig. 5). These simulations used

periodic boundary conditions in the in-plane directions to simulate a small area of

an infinitely large sheet of graphyne. In this way, the effects of boundary conditions

are avoided. Uniaxial tension was applied using a constant strain rate as before,

however fixing the edges parallel to the velocity was not necessary due to the peri-

odic boundary conditions. The stiffness and strength of the different structures were
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Fig. 4. A: Graphyne chemical structure. B: Graphyne sheet planar view. C: Graphyne sheet 3D

view. Reproduced with permission 72. Copyright 2012 Elsevier.

.
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Fig. 5. Chemical structures of A: Graphene. B: α Graphyne. C: β Graphyne. D: γ Graphyne E:

6,6,12-Graphyne (δ graphyne). Reproduced with permission 73. Copyright 2013 American Institute
of Physics.

found to be inversely proportional to the percentage of acetylenic linkages, making

γ graphyne the most mechanically favorable structure. Acetylenic linkages form less

dense structures by almost a factor of two, resulting in smaller cross sectional areas

for the same applied force, causing premature failure.

Comparison of the γ form of graphene between the two studies provides interest-

ing results. Zhang et. al. reported an ultimate stress of 63.17 GPa in the armchair

direction, and 49.78 in the zigzag direction73, compared to 46 and 104 GPa, respec-

tively from the first study using ReaxFF. Because the ReaxFF is based on a hybrid

potential bond order scheme, using data from first principle quantum mechanics,

it is a more accurate description method of the interactions between atoms than

AIREBO, although it is more computationally expensive. It is also noteworthy that

one study used a finite sized sheet of graphyne called a ribbon, while the other used

periodic boundary conditions to create an infinite sheet. The choice of potential

functions that balance between accuracy and computational speed is one of the

challenges in investigating new materials.

Density Functional Theory (DFT) can also be used to simulate graphyne, and is

both more accurate and more computationally expensive than molecular dynamics

simulations. Because DFT is based on first principles, rather than an approxima-

tion of the potential energy which is used for AIREBO, or the hybrid potential

energy-bond order scheme of ReaxFF74, it is better suited to investigate systems
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with with large stresses, because it can better model nonlinear behavior. Using

DFT, Peng and De 75 employed a quasi-static method analogous to the energy

minimization method employed by Cranford and Buehler to determine the elastic

constants of graphyne up to 5th order. The constants themselves were determined

by expressing the components of the Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor as a Taylor se-

ries and curve fitting the stress strain values obtained from DFT calculations75.

Fourteen independent non zero components were found, and the non-symmetry

indicates that graphyne must be anisotropic. Young’s modulus was found using

the relation between the elastic constants of an anisotropic material and Young’s

modulus, Ys = (C11 − C12)/C11.

The ultimate strengths were also found to be 55.8 GPa for armchair and 58.8

GPa for zigzag, using a thickness of 3.20 Å from Cranford and Buehler. The arm-

chair strength is similar to previous studies, however the zigzag strength is not.

Zhang et. al. reported a somewhat lower value, while Cranford and Buehler reported

a significantly higher value. Graphyne has yet to be fabricated, so experimental data

is currently unavailable to clarify these discrepancies.

The studies presented thus far have modeled only pristine graphyne. Several

studies have also modeled non pristine graphyne in order to investigate changes

to its properties, both mechanical and electro-magnetic. Ajori et. al.76 studies two

types of vacancies in graphyne, random and mapped, along with pristine graphyne

for comparison. A finite sized sheet of γ graphyne was used, with approximately

1% of the atoms in the sheet deleted; for mapped vacancies atom were deleted to

form an approximately circular vacancy in the center of the sheet, and for random

type vacancies individual atoms at randomly selected locations are deleted. Dis-

placements are applied to the atoms on the ends of the sheet, and the system is

relaxed, similar to the quasi-static method of Cranford and Buehler.

The results indicate that the Young’s modulus, ultimate stress, and ultimate

strain all follow the same trend for both armchair and zigzag. Pristine graphyne

has the highest value, followed by mapped defects, followed by random defects

(Fig. 6). Poisson’s ratio follows the opposite trend76. This is expected because a

mapped defect removes large numbers of bonds in a small area of the sheet, whereas

random defect only remove a few bonds in a small area. As a result, the mapped

defect caused the load to be supported by fewer bonds, resulting in failure. Pois-

son’s ratio is a measure of deformation, rather than resistance to deformation, so

it is expected to follow the opposite trend of stiffness. It should be noted that the

pristine graphyne failed by bond breaking very near the end where the loading was

applied. This indicates that the boundary effects may have significantly impacted

the ultimate stress and strain values for pristine graphyne. The sheets of graphyne

with vacancies did not fail near the boundaries, so the failure behavior is not influ-

enced by the boundary conditions. Because these simulations followed a quasi-static

methodology, the failure mechanism may not be accurately modeled because failure

is a dynamic phenomenon, and the potential functions used in molecular dynamics

do not model large deformations or bond breakage well74, and boundary conditions
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Fig. 6. Results of vacancies in Graphyne. Reproduce with permissions 76. Copyright 2012 Elsevier.

can introduce stress concentration factors which would influence the results72.

Quantitatively, a Young’s modulus of 586 GPa was found in the armchair di-

rection, and 510 GPa in the zigzag direction, which is in good agreement with

previous results, whereas the ultimate stresses were found to be 55.6 MPa and

53.7 MPa76, respectively. The ultimate stress of pristine graphyne was reported

as approximately 58 MPa. The weakening of graphyne from vacancies is expected,

however the ultimate stress is reported as 55.6 MPa, not GPa, despite the correct

calculation of Young’s modulus. This indicates that some of the results may have

been reported in incorrect units. The mechanical properties of graphyne are not

significantly reduced by vacancies, indicating a strong potential for the material in

design applications.

3.2. Graphyne Electro-Magnetic Studies

The electromagnetic properties of graphene and graphyne are of considerable inter-

est, particularly because of the electron transport properties, which may be useful

in creating higher performance semi-conductors and transistors than are currently

available. Graphyne, both pristine and modified in several ways, has been studied

in order to enhance these properties.

The band gap of graphyne nanoribbons of various widths was reported to be in

the range of 0.59 to 1.25 eV, depending on the width of the nanoribbons, indicating

a good semi-conductive material77. These corroborate the prediction of Baughman

and Eckhardt, who estimated the band gap to 0.79 eV, found from the limiting

value of a series of similar materials’ band gaps9.

One study78 examined lengthening sides of hexagons of the α graphyne lattice
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with n extra carbon atoms, called α graphyne-(n), using a combination of DFT and

ab initio molecular dynamics schemes. It is determined from the phonon frequencies

that if n is odd, then the structure is instable, and stable if n is even, although

further study at very high numerical accuracy is required due to the sensitivity of

phonon frequencies to distant neighbor atoms78.

The lengthening of graphyne hexagon edges has significant impact on the elec-

tronic properties of graphyne. For the stable structures, Dirac points exist at the

Fermi level, and the Fermi velocities are on the order of 105 m/s, which indicates

very high charge carrier mobility, confirming the electrons behave as though nearly

massless, confirming the theoretical prediction that electrons appear massless when

Dirac points exist near the Fermi level78.

The same study also examined the hydrogenation of graphyne, both standard

α graphyne and α graphyne-(n). The adsorption of hydrogen widens the band gap

of the graphynes, with α graphyne-(2 ) having a band gap of 5.2 eV, becoming an

insulator rather than a possible semi-metal or semi-conductor. It is also noted that

partial hydrogenation causes a magnetic moment, whereas fully hydrogenated α

graphyne-(2 ) is nonmagnetic78. This indicates the possibility of selectively magnetic

graphynes, which could be useful in a variety of applications, including sensing.

Similar results were obtained for γ graphyne and graphdiyne79. Graphdiyne will be

discussed at length in the next section.

Another approach to enhancing the properties of graphyne is through addition

reactions. Oxygen addition by chemical bonding to β graphyne has yielded note-

worthy results. Graphyne in its pristine state has a zero energy band gap, resulting

in transistors with poor performance characteristics80, therefore there is significant

interest in tuning the band gap. Several configurations of oxygen addition are pos-

sible. The most energetically stable is when the oxygen atom lies in the plane of

the β graphyne sheet, inside the carbon ring made up of 18 atoms. This is particu-

larly important for the electronic structure of the β graphyne sheet because the pz
orbitals remain uninvolved in the bonding, and the delocalized π bonding remains

throughout the entire sheet. Different levels of oxygenation are achieved by adding

from 1 to 3 oxygen atoms to each ring of 18 carbon atoms. This slightly increases

the band gap, 0.2, 0.4, and 0.7 eV for 1, 2 and 3 oxygen atoms, respectively80.

This is particularly important in light of the similar electronic structure of pure

and oxygenated graphyne. The delocalized π bonding and Fermi velocities on the

order of 106 m/s remain, while opening the band gap enough to make oxygenated β

graphyne a useful semi-conductor for transistors. Of particular importance is that

increasing oxygenation also increases the band gap.

Rather than chemically reacting graphyne with different atoms, adsorption of

transition metals has been simulated in order to investigate changes of the electronic

structure of graphyne when empty 3d orbitals are introduced81. The adoption en-

ergy was found to be negative, in the range of -1 to -4 eV, indicating stability of

the adsorbed configurations. Adsorption caused a transfer of electrons from the or-
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bitals of the transition metal atom, of which the 3d are spin polarized due to the

Pauli Exclusion Principle, to the carbon atom. Additionally, electrons within the

transition metal change orbitals in a complicated scheme, which tends to reduce

the number of unpaired electrons in the transition metal, and increase the number

of unpaired electrons in the carbon atom. The s orbitals tend to empty, being ex-

cited to a 3d orbital, with some 3d electrons transferred to the carbon atom. As

a result, the carbon atom gains a magnetic moment, and the magnetic moment of

the transition metal atom is reduced. The extent of the electron transfer and s or-

bital promotion is determined by the strength of the attraction of the carbon atom.

The strength varies across the transition metals, leading to three distinct groups

of transition metal-carbon structures with distinct properties. The first group is

half semi-conductors with fully spin polarized electrons, and band gaps of 0.4 eV.

These are formed from the elements V, Mn, and Co. The second group comes from

Cr and Fe and show properties of semi-conductors that transition to metals, but

remained spin polarized, and the third group is narrow gap semi-conductors, with

band gaps of 0.3 eV, formed by Ni adsorption.

Developing tunable band gaps with high charge carrier mobility and selective

magnetism properties for graphyne, along with its good mechanical properties, will

make graphyne a valuable material for a diverse range of applications, including

electronics and sensing.

3.3. Graphdiyne

Due to the multiple hybridization states of the carbon atom, many carbon structures

with different hybridization schemes are possible. One such structure is graphdiyne

(Fig. 7), where the acetylenic linkages of γ graphyne are replaced with diacetylenic

linkages, effectively doubling the length of the carbon chains connecting the hexago-

nal rings82. It was first predicted by Haley et. al. in 199783. Early work was focused

on synthesizing the material from similar organic molecules and using computa-

tional models of similar materials to estimate the properties of graphdiyne itself83.

Graphdiyne is part of the graphyne family, however due to its interesting properties,

it is typically considered separately84,82. Graphdiyne is a softer material than either

graphyne or graphene, with an in plane stiffness of 120 N/m, which is equivalent to

a Young’s Modulus of 375 GPa, if a thickness of 0.320 nm is assumed82. Because

of the similarity of graphyne and graphdiyne, this is a reasonable approximation

for qualitative comparison. It is also noteworthy that the mechanical behavior of

graphdiyne appears to be isotropic84.

Because of the superior mechanical properties of graphyne and graphene72,73,86,

much research has been focused on the electrical and magnetic properties of

graphdiyne. As noted above, graphene is a zero band gap material, and the there

has been limited success in opening the band gap. Graphdiyne holds promise of a

non zero band gap that is also readily tunable.

Using ab initio calculations, Pei84 confirmed the in plane stiffness and calculated
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Fig. 7. Structure of Graphdiyne. Reproduced with permissions 85. Copyright 2012 RSC.

the Poisson’s ratio as 0.453. In a strain free state, the band gap is calculated to be

0.47 and 1.12 eV using two different methods, which clearly indicates the band gap

to be non zero. Additionally, the band gap was shown to be proportional (with a

positive proportionality constant) to externally applied strain. The band gap varied

from 0.28 eV with ǫ = -0.05 to 0.71 eV at ǫ = 0.06, with the strain free value of

0.47 eV. This shows the band gap of graphdiyne to be readily tunable for specific

applications. Additionally, the near massless behavior of electrons, as predicted

by the Dirac cone shape of the electron band gap, is verified, resulting in a very

attractive semi-conductive material.

Further investigation was conducted by Cui et. al.87. Equal biaxial strain was

shown to increase the band gap, confirming the previous results, and uniaxial strain

was shown to decrease the band gap by changing the electron densities around the

carbon atoms in the diacetylenic linkages. The coupling of mechanical loading in

electronic properties is very promising for and useful in engineering applications.

Additional methods of electro-mechanical coupling have been explored. In par-

ticular, using DFT calculations, the band gap of a graphdiyne nanoribbon, a finite

sized sheet of graphdiyne, with some chemical treatment of the edges to stabilize

the structure, is shown to be a function of the width of the sheet, with smaller

widths associated with larger band gaps77,88. The band gap was much more depen-

dent on the width of the zigzag direction than on the armchair direction, indicating

some degree of anisotropic behavior of the electronic properties of graphdiyne. One

study found the band gap for armchair ranged from 0.59 to 1.25 eV, and 0.75 to

1.65 eV for zigzag77.

Investigation of graphdiyne’s electrical and magnetic properties also includes

simulations of electrical and chemical experiments. Some researchers88 have mod-

eled the effects of electric fields on the band gap. It was found that an electric

field transverse to the ribbon basal plane decreased the band gap, and causes it to

become negative for sufficiently large values of the electric field strength. The effect

is more pronounced in the armchair direction than in the zigzag direction, and the

band gaps with no electric field applied are not equal, confirming some anisotropic

behavior of the electronic properties. Also, a semi-conductor-metal transition will
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take place when the band gap becomes small enough, which has significant practical

implications, such as in field effect transistors.

As with graphyne, addition of transition metals to graphdiyne changes the elec-

tronic properties. The results were discussed in the graphyne section, so they will

only be briefly summarized here. The presence of empty 3d orbitals affects the de-

gree of delocalized π bonding in the carbon lattice, leading to one of three possible

outcomes: spin-polarized half-semi-conductors, semi-conductor-metal transition, or

narrow gap semi-conductors81. The symmetry of the lattice remains intact, so the

beneficial electronic properties such as high charge carrier mobility remain. Narrow

gap semi-conductors have significant practical value, particularly for thermoelectric

devices.

Doping has also been explored as a possible way to enhance the properties of

graphdiyne. Bu et. al.89 have investigated the replacement n of pairs of carbon

atoms with pairs of boron and nitrogen (BN) atoms. For small doping levels, n ≤ 4,

it is energetically favorable for the BN pairs to replace the diacetylenic linkage

atoms, and for large doping levels, n ≥ 5, it is energetically favorable for the BN

pairs to replace the entire carbon ring. Correspondingly, small doping levels cause

a small increase in the band gap, but larger doping levels lead to an approximately

linear increase, from 0.53 eV from n = 0 (pure graphdiyne), to 1.0 eV at n = 4,

to 4.3 eV at n = 10, which constitutes replacement of all carbon atoms with BN

pairs89. The change of the two band gap schemes can be explained by the effects of

delocalized π bonding in the carbon rings, which still occurs to some degree, even

when the diacetylenic linkages are replaced with BN. Once the carbon rings are

replaced, the band gaps increases significantly.

3.4. Graphyne Family

Graphyne and Graphdiyne are two examples of members of the graphyne family.

Due to the symmetry of the acetylenic linkage, that is, having a single bond on

either end of the linkage, an arbitrary number of acetylenic linkages can be inserted

into the carbon chains of the original γ graphyne structure, forming graphyne-n,

where n is the number of acetylenic linkages. In this nomenclature, graphyne-1

is the original graphyne, and graphyne-2 is graphdiyne. Graphynes with higher

n values have been investigated to determine their structure and stability, with

special interest in their electronic properties. Additionally, structures analogous

to graphene and the graphyne family using boron and nitrogen atoms instead of

carbon have been predicted, and have generated interest in their electronic and

optical properties, and will be discussed in the next section.

The graphyne-n family was examined in detail in a 1998 paper by Narita et.

al.90. The structure and electronic properties were investigated for n=1 to n=6.

The lattice constants were determined by finding the configuration with the high-

est binding energy, indicating stability, as well as the lengths of the bonds. By

varying the initial configuration of the system slightly, the possibility that a cumu-
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lative linkage of three double bonds, rather than an acetylenic linkage of one triple

bond and two single bonds, would be the most stable configuration for the carbon

chains between the hexagons was examined. The most stable configuration was de-

termined to be the acetylenic linkage, results which have been verified for graphyne

and graphdiyne in multiple studies72,75,77,88. The binding energy is monotonically

decreasing with increasing n, indicating that large enough n would be unstable. The

binding energy for graphyne-1 is 7.95 eV, and 7.66 eV from graphyne-4, indicating

a slow rate of decrease.

Once the structure had been confirmed, the electronic properties were deter-

mined. The effective mass of the electrons was found to be near zero for all configu-

rations studied, and were reported as the ratio of the effective mass to the true mass

of an electron, in both the valance and conduction bands. For n = 2 and n = 4,

the ratio is 0.073 and 0.081, respectively, in the conduction band and 0.075 and

0.080 in the valance band90. The small values indicates the effects of a Dirac point

in the energy band gap. The electronic behavior of the odd numbered graphynes is

more complex. The effective mass of the electrons exhibits anisotropy depending on

which direction the Brillouin zone is traversed. For example, in graphyne-1 travel-

ing from Γ to M gives a ratio of 0.15, whereas traveling from K to M gives a ratio

of 0.063 in the conduction band, and similar results in the valence band. The band

gaps for all graphynes were found to be in the range of 0.50 eV to 0.60 eV, which

is consistent with previous studies88,77. Due to the similarity of the electronic band

structure of graphynes and graphite, Narita et. al.90 expects graphynes to respond

similarly to alkali metals, opening the possibility of super conduction.

Hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN) has been investigated as a graphene like struc-

ture with potential useful properties91. Cao et. al.92 investigated a graphyne-n-like

material made from boron and nitrogen (BN), for 1 ≤ n ≤ 3. The lattice constants

of the BN materials were determined to be slightly larger than the corresponding

graphyne-n materials, as were the binding energies, indicating slightly greater en-

ergetic stability. The energy gaps were found to be almost an order of magnitude

higher, and displaying the opposite trend of energy gap with respect to n. The

energy gap is found to be 4.202 eV for the BN analogue of graphyne-1, whereas

it is 0.473 eV for graphyne-1 itself, and the BN materials decrease the band gap

with increasing n, differing from graphynes. From the band structures, the BN

analogues of graphyne-1,2, and 3 are wide band gap semi-conductors. The optical

properties were also investigated by bombarding the BN structures with radiation,

and determining the reflectivity, refractivity index, and energy loss for each. This

showed that all structures strongly absorbed ultraviolet (UV) radiation, and that

the higher n structures reflected less radiation and had higher energy loss at higher

incident photon energies, while having similar indices of refraction92.

Significant interest in the properties of graphene and graphyne has lead to many

investigations and modifications of these materials, leading to the creation of new

variants such as the graphyne-n family, the exploration of BN materials, the dis-

covery of electro-mechanical property coupling, and a number of different function-
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alizations of these materials. The pace of discovery is rapid and accelerating, and

the future is sure to bring new discoveries.

4. Hexagonal Boron Nitride Monolayers

Hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN) monolayer is an analogue of graphene because it

shares a similar structure of 6 atom hexagonal rings. Nitrogen and boron atoms

replace the carbon atoms forming an alternating pattern. To form h-BN from two

atom lattice shown in Fig. 1, one of the basis atoms is replaced with nitrogen and

the other is replaced with boron. Various forms of BN have existed for some time93

and are commercially available. Significant interest in hexagonal BN began a short

time ago, spurred by the hope of finding new properties of two dimensional crystal

structures, similar to those found in graphene. Mechanical, electrical, and radiation

properties have been investigated, and will be addressed in that order.

4.1. h-BN Mechanical Properties

The mechanical properties of h-BN are of interest for several reasons such as devis-

ing experimental tests of h-BN, acoustics, and the creation of devices from h-BN.

Peng et. al.94 used Density Functional Theory calculations to determine the elastic

constants, up to fifth order, of pure h-BN at zero temperature. Strain was applied

to the system and the stress response was measured for armchair, zigzag, and biax-

ial loading conditions. With no external pressure, C11 = C22, indicating the h-BN

behaves isotropically under ideal conditions, however the material becomes non-

isotropic when under external pressure. The in-plane stiffness is reported as 278.3

N/m. Because the thickness of h-BN is not well known, in-plane stiffness is reported

in units of force/distance, rather than Young’s modulus in units of force/area. The

in-plane stiffness of graphene was calculated as 340 N/m76, which leads to the

conclusion that h-BN is less stiff than graphene. Also, h-BN is shown to have an

ultimate stress much lower than graphene.

Peng also investigated the mechanical properties of hybrid h-BN graphene

structures95 using DFT. Samples were modeled using a repeat unit of 6 ring struc-

tures, varying the number of BN rings from 1 to 6 with all other rings made up of

carbon atoms. The in-plane stiffness showed monotonic progression from the pure

h-BN value to the pure graphene value, and the higher order elastic constants were

calculated as before. The elastic constants indicate isotropic behavior, although the

strain energy was different in different strain directions96. This is expected because

in one direction the atomic bonds are parallel to the applied strain and in the other

they are at an angle, causing greater force along the bond.

4.2. h-BN Electronic Properties

The electronic properties of h-BN are of considerable interest for possible semi-

conductor applications. Unfortunately, many different studies have found conflict-

ing results for the electronic structure of h-BN; the value of the band gap, and
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whether it is direct or indirect have varied widely. These discrepancies were ex-

plained by Liu et. al.97, who investigated the various possible stacking sequences

for h-BN and the effects on the electronic properties. h-BN has been successfully

synthesized98,99, however isolation of a single layer has been difficult, and the stack-

ing sequence was not well controlled for multi-layer experiments100. As a result, the

data from several experimental studies has been affected by the stacking sequence.

Liu et. al. found three energetically stable stacking sequences, with band gaps of

4.027 (indirect), 3.395 (direct), and 4.208 (indirect) eV. The transient presence of

an unstable stacking sequence in a thick structure increases the band gap, which

accounts for the variety of experimentally reported values.

The electronic structure of a h-BN monolayer has been investigated using DFT

calculations101, for both pure h-BN and the h-BN graphene hybrids described in the

mechanical properties section. A sheet of pure h-BN is reported to have a band gap

of 4.68 eV, which agrees well with the results of Liu et. al., although it is slightly

higher, which might be due to the effects of other layers on the electronic energy

levels. The band gap of the hybrids decreases quadratically with h-BN fraction, to

zero band gap for pure graphene80. This shows that h-BN can be used to open the

band gap of graphene, although charge carrier mobility must still be investigated for

the hybrid structures in order to determine if graphene’s excellent electron transport

properties are affected.

4.3. h-BN Vacancies and Doping

The effects of defects, particularly those caused by radiation are of interest in or-

der to design better experimental procedures for investigating h-BN. Kotakoski et.

al.102 used Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) to investigate vacancy for-

mation, discovering that boron atoms are much more likely to be ejected from the

lattice than nitrogen atoms under high voltage electron beams. They also used DFT

calculation to calculate the energy needed to cause the vacancy formation by atom

ejection. They found that 19.36 eV is necessary to eject a boron atom, and 23.06

eV for a nitrogen atom, confirming the experimental results. Additionally, atoms

near the edges of existing vacancies are much more likely to be ejected, requiring

12.92 and 15.00 eV for boron and nitrogen, respectively. The formation energy of

such vacancies were found to be a function of applied strain103. Both compressive

and tensile strain reduced the formation energy of the vacancies. The presence of

radiation damage reduced the Young’s modulus by 9 percent for boron vacancies

and 5 percent for nitrogen vacancies with 0.9 percent of the lattice sites vacant.

The use of TEM to investigate h-BN has the possibility of changing the structure

of h-BN or inducing vacancy formation. Okada104 investigated the formation of

vacancies in h-BN, including conditions similar to those present during TEM, using

DFT calculations. For di-vacancies, those with two missing atoms, the removal of

one atom of each type, boron and nitrogen, was found to be most favorable under

ambient conditions, however when electrons are injected into the system, such as
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what occurs during TEM, 4 atom vacancies, three boron with 1 nitrogen, were more

favorable. The exact shape of the vacancy is determined largely by the details of

the electron injection. These results explain the formation of vacancies observed by

TEM.

A lengthy study by Topsakal et. al.105 examined the stability, effects of hydrogen

termination, and defects in h-BN. Using DFT calculations, the phonon spectrum

was found and indicated stability of the structure in a more rigorous way than the

energy methods of Liu et. al.97. The band gaps of armchair h-BN nanoribbons with

bare edges, armchair hydrogenated edges, and zigzag hydrogenated nanoribbons,

indicate they are wide band gap semi-conductors. Depending on the hydrogenation

scheme, h-BN may also exhibit ferromagnetic behavior. For zigzag nanoribbons, one

edge consists of N atoms, and the other of B atoms. If only the N edge is terminated

with hydrogen (H), then the nanoribbon is anti-ferromagnetic and a semi-conductor,

compared to a metallic nanoribbon without H termination. If only the B edges

are terminated, then there nanoribbon exhibits ferromagnetic behavior, which is

localized to the N edge. This is believed to be caused by the interaction of adjacent

N atoms along the unterminated edge, whereas adjacent B atoms interact in an anti-

ferromagnetic way. Additionally, single vacancies of either boron or nitrogen atoms

induce a magnetic moment, whereas a di-vacancy of one boron and one nitrogen is

nonmagnetic. The vacancy of a B atom leads to three unfilled bonds, which gives a

total spin of 3/2, causing magnetic moment. N vacancies cause a magnetic moment

1/3 of B vacancies.

Vacancies also affect the thermal properties of h-BN. Triangular vacancies,

formed by removing all the atoms inside a triangle of a given size, specified by

the number of atoms along the base of the triangle, were investigated using non-

equilibrium Green’s function, in h-BN sheets of finite size106. Particular attention

was paid to the boundary conditions for the vacancy, and the size of the vacancy

relative to the width of the nanoribbon. The thermal transmission coefficient was

determined as a function of the phonon frequencies. For a single vacancy in the

zigzag direction, the transmission coefficient curve was very similar to that of pure

h-BN, although some high frequency phonons are scattered due to the symme-

try break at the defect, resulting in slightly lower transmission, and a less smooth

curve. For single vacancies with both boron and nitrogen surrounding atoms, the

curves are very similar, and show no transmission at a frequency of 422 cm−1, and

very small transmission at surrounding frequencies, as though a band stop filter

is applied. Yang et. al106 explains this using the Density of States to show the

energy within the lattice is rotating around the vacancy cite. Further simulations

showed that the number of zero transmission frequencies increases with the size of

the vacancy. Similar results were obtained for armchair h-BN. As expected from the

decreased phonon transmission, the thermal conductance of h-BN decreases with

increasing vacancy size. Moreover, the trend is linear. Additionally, wider nanorib-

bons have larger conductances than narrower ones, which is also expected because

the effects of the vacancy are reduced because fewer phonon paths are obstructed
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by the vacancy.

Doping has also been explored in order to understand the causes of the mag-

netism of defective forms of h-BN. One investigation by Liu and Cheng107, doped

both B and N sites with a wide variety of atom types. If there is an unpaired

electron due to the introduction of a dopant atom, a new energy band is formed in

between the valence and conduction bands. This leads to a magnetic moment in the

doped material. The exchange energy was calculated in order to determine whether

the doped materials exhibit long range magnetic order needed for macroscopically

observable magnetism. Most of the dopants have small enough exchange energies

that they are numerically negligible, however beryllium, carbon, oxygen, silicon,

and vanadium, whether doped into a N or B site, all show large enough exchange

energies to indicate at least paramagnetic behavior on a macroscopic scale.

More research is required for both the electron transport properties of h-BN,

theoretically and experimentally, and the mechanical properties, which are im-

portant for fabrication and design of devices using this new material. Additional

research into functionalizations, including hydrogenation and defect engineering,

shows promise of exposing new and useful properties of this two dimensional ma-

terial.

5. Silicene and Germanene

Graphene is an allotrope of carbon, which is a flat monolayer of carbon atoms tightly

packed into a two dimensional honeycomb lattice, and is a basic building block for

graphitic materials of all other dimensionalities. The Nobel Prize in Physics for

2010 was awarded to Andre Geim and Konstantin Novoselov at the University of

Manchester “for groundbreaking experiments regarding the two dimensional mate-

rial graphene”.

Theoretically, graphene has been studied for more than sixty years108; it was

synthesized on 20041 in experiment. After 2004, graphene has been studied exten-

sively both in theory and experiment. Several papers are published every day, and

many reviews109,110,111 and book chapters112,113 have appeared in the last 8 years.

These studies span from electronic to optical to excitonic to thermal to mechani-

cal to spin transport to quantum hall effect to functionalization of graphene, etc.

Several potential applications for graphene are under development, and many more

have been proposed. These include lightweight, thin, flexible, yet durable display

screens, electric circuits, and solar cells, as well as various medical, chemical, and

industrial processes enhanced or enabled by the use of new graphene materials.

Due to the fascinating properties and extensive applications of graphene, people

are perusing and discovering graphene analogues or so-called graphene-like two

dimensional materials3. A chemical perspective is that one moves down Group 14.

The question is that carbon can form a 2-dimensional graphene sheet (in fact, more

allotropes); will one find such structures for other members of group 14, Si, Ge, Sn,

and Pb?
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Fig. 8. 2D graphene honeycomb lattice.

To answer the question, in 2010, one of our authors (Wen) theoretically explored

group 14 structures across from 1D to 2D to 3D114. They suggested that the stability

of C graphene layers, contrasted with the instability of corresponding Si, Ge, Sn,

and Pb layers, lead to very different behavior of such layers on aggregation. These

graphene layers of Si, Ge, Sn, and Pb have essentially collapsed to 3+2 or five-

coordinate structures with bonds between layers (see Fig. 9 left). The explanation

is that π-bonding in Group 14, ideal in all the graphene structures, is a good thing

only for carbon, and not for Si, Ge, Sn, and Pb. In general, greater overlap leads

to more stabilization. The same reduced π overlap in Si=Si double bonds leads

to higher reactivity as well; the low-lying π*, the highlying π orbitals are likely

to make Si=Si highly reactive to bases and acids (see Fig. 9 right). Therefore, the

graphene-like sheets of Si, Ge, Sn, and Pb are most unlikely to have an independent

existence. If they are to be made, they will have to be intercalated by other atoms

or molecules, or substrates or otherwise protected from reacting with each other. In

the study, they also predicted that the graphene-type Si structure is semi-metallic,

similar to C graphene, while the Ge, Sn, and Pb structures are metallic, with a σ*

band crossing the Fermi level.

Silicene is the word to name the two dimensional graphene-analogue of

silicon. Theorists have predicted the existence and possible properties of

silicene114,115,116,117. Among these studies, Cahangirov et. al.117 predict that silicon
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Fig. 9. Left: The relative energy (relative to the corresponding infinitely separated structure)
of bringing 2D graphene-type sheets together to form the -AAAA- graphite polytype. Right: A
schematic of the p-type overlaps for C and Si planar systems. Reprinted with permission from

Ref. 114. Copyright 2010 Wiley-VCH.

Fig. 10. Energy versus hexagonal lattice constant of 2D Si and Ge are calculated for various
honeycomb structures. PL= planar-layer, LB = low-buckled, and HB = high-buckled. Reprinted
with permission from ref. 117. Copyright 2009 The American Physical Society.

and germanium can have stable, two dimensional, low-buckled, honeycomb struc-

tures which is more stable than their corresponding planar-layer type structures

(see Fig. 10 left). Similar to graphene, these puckered structures are ambipolar and

their charge carriers can behave like a massless Dirac fermion due to their π and

π* bands which are crossed linearly at the Fermi level (see Fig. 10 right).

The computed phonons of the low-buckled silicene and germanene (a word for

graphene-analogue of germanium) by Cahangirov et. al. show they are dynamically

stable. However, in their study, they did not point out how to stabilize these 2D

structures, as proposed by Wen et. al.114.

Though theorists had predicted the existence of silicene, experimentalists first

synthesized silicene in 2010118,119. Using the scanning tunneling microscope (STM),
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Fig. 11. Left: Silicene on Ag (110); Right silicene on Ag (111). Reprinted with permission from
Ref. 118,119. Copyright 2010 American Institute of Physics.

they studied self-assembled silicene nanoribbons and silicone sheets deposited onto

a Ag surface, Ag(110) (see Fig. 11 left) and Ag(111) (see Fig. 11 right), with

atomic resolution. The images revealed hexagons in a honeycomb structure similar

to that of graphene. Interestingly, unlike silicon surfaces, which are highly reactive

to oxygen, the silicene were found to be resistant to oxygen reactivity (as also

pointed by Padova et. al.120). They also performed density functional theory to

study the electronic structure and charge density.

In 2012 several groups independently reported ordered phases on the same

surface121,122,123,124. Especially, Vogt et. al.124 provided compelling evidence, from

both structural and electronic properties, for the synthesis of epitaxial silicene sheets

on a Ag (111) substrate, through the combination of scanning tunneling microscopy

and angular-resolved photo-emission spectroscopy in conjunction with calculations

based on density functional theory. They observed that silicene is a buckled type

on Ag (111). Recently, silicene has been reported to grow on a ZrB2 substrate125

and Ir (111)126.

Further work on bulk silicene and germanene have been extensively

performed127,128,129,130,131. These studies cover from electronic properties to the

effect of substrates to transport properties to Dirac fermions to mechanical prop-

erties to functionalization of silicene to defects and doped silicene.

5.1. Electronic properties

As we have talked about the electronic properties above, silicene is semi-metallic,

similar to graphene, while the germanene are metallic. Interestingly, theoretical

calculations132,133 have predicted that applying a transverse electric field across a

monolayer buckled silicene and germanene sheets opens a band gap that is propor-

tional to the applied field, and that the structure remains dynamically stable when

such an electric field is applied. To put it another way, it is possible to tune the

band gap of silicene and germanene via external field, as also suggested by Liang
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et. al.134.

5.2. The effect of substrates

The p-d hybridization mechanism between Ag and Si has been shown to be im-

portant to stabilize the nearly flat silicon clusters and the effectiveness of Ag sub-

strate for silicene growth explained by density functional theory calculations and

molecular dynamics simulations135. Liu et. al.136 studied the substrate effect on

the electronic properties of silicene, and found that the characteristic Dirac cone is

preserved for silicene on h-BN monolayer or hydrogenated Si-terminated SiC(0001)

surface, and the silicene becomes metallic when it is placed on a hydrogenated C-

terminated SiC(0001) surface. Jamgotchian et. al.122 experimentally found that the

deposition of one silicon monolayer on the silver (111) substrate in the temperature

range 150–300 ◦C gives rise to a mix of (4×4), (2
√
3×2

√
3) R30 ◦ and (

√
13×

√
13)

R13.9◦ superstructures which strongly depend on the substrate temperature.

5.3. Dirac states

The existence of Dirac fermions for silicene on Ag(111) was observed by scanning

tunneling spectroscopy123,137. Also, theoretical calculations predicted the existence

of Dirac fermions in silicene grown on the Ag(111) surface by Guo et. al.138 who

found that Dirac electrons are absent near Fermi energy in all the stable structures

due to buckling of the Si monolayer and mixing between Si and Ag orbitals.

5.4. Transport properties

Density functional theory calculations by Jose139 in 2011 suggested that silicene

clusters could be excellent materials for FET (field effect transistor) applications

and hydrogen storage, and pointed out that stacking of two silicene layers leads to

the formation of closed 3D clusters with high symmetry and strong Si–Si bonds.

Wang et. al.140 explored the electron transport through Ag-silicene-Ag junction,

and found that before silicene can be grown on or transferred onto insulating sub-

strates, current-in-plane transport measurements do not reflect transport proper-

ties of stand-alone silicene. A theoretical calculation by Wang141 proposed that the

buckled structure, hydrogen saturation, and edge reconstruction as well as edge

roughness decrease the carrier mobilities which are explained with the aid of crys-

tal orbitals. The thermal conductivity of silicene studied by Ng et. al.142 suggested

that both armchair and zigzag chiralities in silicene have significant differences in

thermal conductivities but not in graphene, and graphene possesses significantly

higher thermal conductivities than silicene at every length scale and chirality.

5.5. Mechanical properties

The mechanical properties of silicene have been studied recently. Studies by Lay

et. al.143 revealed that pure Ag(111) surface (a substrate) can mimic a honeycomb
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Fig. 12. Both planar and low-buckled silicene are mechanically stable under various strains.
Reprinted with permission from Ref. 144. Copyright 2013 RSC.

structure, which could easily be misinterpreted as a strained silicene layer, and

suggested that there is no evidence for the existence of such strong compressively

strained silicene layers. In 2013, we have performed DFT studies on the mechan-

ical properties, including the ultimate stresses, ultimate strains, and high order

elastic constants, of silicene; our results on the positive ultimate strengths and

strains, second order elastic constants, and the in-plane Young’s modulus indicate

that both planar-type-silicene and low-buckled silicene are mechanically stable (see

Fig. 12)144.

5.6. Functionalization of Silicene

Now, scientists are not only focusing on pure silicene studies, but also perusing more

fascinating derivations of silicene, such as hydrogenated silicene (so-called silicane),

fluorided silicene, etc. Using DFT, the hydrogenation of silicene was studied by

Osborn et. al.145 who proposed that partial and patterned hydrogenation, achiev-

able through exposing silicene to hydrogen gas with various densities and/or mask-

ing techniques, provide the attractive possibility of metal/semi-conductor/insulator

functionality within the same silicon nanosheet. Zhang et. al.146 performed first
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principles calculations on the hydrogenation of silicene, and the results show that

the weak overlapping between 3pz orbitals of neighbor Si atoms leads to a very reac-

tive surface, resulting in a more energetically stable semi-conducting surface upon

being fully hydrogenated. Interestingly, hydrogenation induced magnetic states were

found in their study. Besides the external field as discussed above, hydrogenation is

another efficient route to tune the electronic properties of silicene sheets. Quhe et.

al.147 also pointed out that it is a way to tune the band gap in silicene by surface

adsorption. Houssa et. al.148 theoretically studied the electronic properties of hydro-

genated silicene and germanene, so called silicane and germanane, respectively, and

found that these materials are wide band-gap semi-conductors, the type of gap in

silicane (direct or indirect) depending on its atomic configuration, while germanane

is predicted to be a direct-gap material, independent of its atomic configuration,

with an average energy gap of about 3.2 eV. Fluorided silicene has been studied in

a theoretical way by Ding et. al.149 who found that a direct band gap is opened

in the silicene fluoride, and the gap values can be continuously modulated by the

strain. By breaking the extended π-bonding network of Si with H or Br atoms on a

single side, a team found that the functionalized silicene sheets exhibit long-range

FM order with a higher Curie temperature150.

5.7. Defects in Silicene

Defects not only affect the lattice of a structure, but also cause the changes on me-

chanical properties, electronic properties, phonons, transport, etc. Recent studies

by Zhang et. al.151 have shown that such defects can lower phonon thermal conduc-

tion in graphene. Li et. al. performed equilibrium molecular dynamic simulations

on silicene with and without defects; they found that the in-plane thermal conduc-

tivity of silicene sheets is about one order of magnitude lower than that of bulk

silicon, and the phonon transport in a silicene sheet is strongly affected by vacancy

concentration, vacancy size, and vacancy boundary shape. Using DFT, Song et.

al.152 investigated the structural and electronic properties of the armchair silicene

nanoribbons with a monovacancy or a di-vacancy. They predicted that either a

monovacancy or a parallel oriented di-vacancy changes a direct gap semi-conductor

silicene nanoribbons to an indirect one, while a slanting oriented di-vacancy changes

it to a metallic character. However, the vacancies do not change the nonmagnetic

character of silicene nanoribbons. Furthermore, the optimized vacancy structure

and the electronic properties are independent of the vacancy positions relative to

the edge of the nanoribbon.

5.8. Doped Silicene

In 2011, Cheng et. al.153 studied the effects of doping on the lattice structure, elec-

tronic structure, phonon spectrum, and electron-phonon coupling of low-buckling

silicene. Their results show that although the lattice is found to be very sensitive to

the carrier concentration, it is stable in a wide doping range. The studies by Wang
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et. al.154 demonstrated that the n-type/zero-band-gap/p-type semi-conducting fea-

tures can be switched for silicene and germanene by applying strains. Zheng et.

al.155 studied the geometric, electronic, and magnetic properties of pristine, N or

B doped, as well as N and B co-doped silicene nanoribbons, and suggested that

the substitution of N or B for Si is preferentially at the ribbon edge sites. A singly

substituted N or B atom at the edges results in a semi-conductor–metal transition

in armchair silicene nanoribbons because of the appearance of half-filled impurity

band near the Fermi level.

Silicene and germanene have been becoming a hot topic. Kara et. al.156 reviewed

silicene, a new candidate for electronics by presenting the available experimental

and theoretical studies performed to date, and suggest future directions to be ex-

plored to make the synthesis of silicene a viable one. There are many unique and

fascinating properties of silicene (or germanene) waiting to be predicted and dis-

covered from both experimental and theoretical sides. Let’s move on!

6. Molybdenum disulfide monolayer

Molybdenum disulfide monolayer belongs to a large family of two-dimensional lay-

ered metal chalcogenide materials that have the general formula MX2, where M

is a metal and X is a chalcogen (S, Se, or Te). Transition-metal dichalcogenide

semi-conductors have attracted much attention in the past, since some of its mem-

bers exhibited superconducting properties (e.g. TaS2
157 and NbS2

158). Bulk molyb-

denum disulfide (MoS2 ) is abundant in nature and has been used as solid lu-

bricant due to its very low friction and mechanic robustness. Catalytic effects

from MoS2 on hydrodesulfuritation and hydrogen evolution have been known for

decades159. Bulk MoS2 has been investigated extensively in the past. It is a solid

consisting of layers which are bonded through van der Waals forces. Within a layer,

each molybdenum atom is covalently bonded to nearby six sulfur atoms, with the

bonds mainly consisting of the 4d and 3p orbitals from molybdenum and sulfur

(Fig. 13). MoS2 bulk is diamagnetic with an indirect band gap of 1.29 eV160,161.

Since the discovery of graphene162, monolayer MoS2, which is also a two dimen-

sional material, has received enormous attention due to its striking optical, elec-

tronic, and mechanic properties10,11. Monolayer MoS2 has a direct optical gap of

1.8 eV12,13,14. It can be prepared using the scotch tap technique162,163, lithium-

based intercalation164,165, laser-thinning166, solvent exfoliation167,168, chemical va-

por deposition169,170, plasma etching171, and liquid-based processing172,173,174.

The mechanical properties of monolayer MoS2 have been extensively studied

both experimentally and theoretically. Monolayer MoS2 has a stiffness that is com-

parable to steel with an in-plane stiffness of 180±60 Nm−1, corresponding to an

effective Yong’s modulus of 270 ± 100 GPa175. It breaks at an effective strain of

6∼11% with an average breaking strength of 15 ± 3 GPa175. The Young’s modulus

of free-standing MoS2 nanosheets (with more than two layers) were reported to

be 300 GPa176, comparable to results from monolayer MoS2. These experiments
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Fig. 13. Structure of monolayer MoS2. (a) Top view: 2-dimensional hexagonal structure (Mo atom:

blue, S atom: yellow). (b) Side view: each Mo atom is bonded to six S atoms

were supported by first-principle simulations177. Nanoindentation on monolayer

MoS2 was studied with molecular dynamics, Young’s modulus was extracted from

the simulations and was estimated to 1.0 TPa, which is in good agreement with

experiment178. Nonlinear elastic behavior of MoS2 has also been recently studied

both experimentally and from first-principles179. Its outstanding mechanical prop-

erties and its application in elastic energy storage are reported by very recently180.

One appealing property of monolayer MoS2, compared to graphene, is its direct

band gap (∼ 1.8 eV), which makes it a promising candidate for building nano-scale

electronics. However its mobility is 0.5∼3 cm2/Vs, which is far below the mobil-

ity of graphene, which is 2000∼5000 cm2/Vs162. Such a low mobility undoubt-
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edly prevents MoS2 from being used as building blocks for nano-scale electronics,

such as field-effect transistors (FET). However, a recent experiment15 showed that

by employing materials with high dielectric constant for the gate, the mobility of

monolayer MoS2 can be greatly enhanced to at least 200 cm2/Vs, with an excellent

current on/off ratio of 108 at room temperature15. Such enhancement is mainly

due to the dielectric screening from the gate material as predicted by theoretical

calculations181. Such findings put MoS2 back on track to become a very promising

candidate for the channel materials in the interband tunnel FET16 and transparent

transistors used in solar cells. To rationalize these exciting discoveries, first-principle

quantum transport simulations182 have been carried out to study how well the tran-

sistor based on monolayer MoS2 could perform. From simulations, an effective mass

of m⋆=0.45m0 was found which indicates that monolayer MoS2 could be used for

slow-speed and low-power transistors. The breakdown current density on monolayer

MoS2 transistor was recently reported to be 5× 107 A/cm2, which is even 50 times

larger than the breakdown current in copper183. It is also experimentally demon-

strated that a monolayer MoS2 transistor can be fabricated on ion gel film184. In

that study, a reasonable mobility of 12.5 cm2/Vs and a on/off current ratio of 105

was obtained, which makes it promising to build flexible electronics based on MoS2.

The magnetic and electronic properties of MoS2 nanoribbons with either zigzag-

or armchair-terminated edges were theoretically studied185. The zigzag nanoribbons

were found to be metallic and ferromagnetic, irrespective of the ribbon width and

thickness. Armchair nanoribbons were found to be nonmagnetic and have direct

band gaps, with a band gap gradually converging to 0.56 eV with an increasing

ribbon width. Armchair monolayer MoS2 was reported to be mechanically stable186.

Another exciting application of MoS2 is “valleytronics”, which was originally

proposed for graphene20,21,22. Valleytronics exploits the fact that electrons with

equal energy and sitting at different “valleys” in the conduction and valence bands

possess different momentum. By modulating electron numbers in valleys, valleytron-

ics would be realized. Photo-induced spin Hall and valley Hall effects that gen-

erates long lived spin and valley accumulation at sample boundaries were also

proposed19. Very recently, the control of electron population in valleys was real-

ized for MoS217,18,19 through optical pumping. A “valley polarization” of 30% has

been reported17, and can be maintained for more than one nanosecond. Valleytron-

ics based on MoS2 would make it possible to transport charge and spin at the same

time.

Besides applications in FET and valleytronics, phototransistors based on mono-

layer MoS2 were also recently demonstrated23. The switch speed is very appealing:

the photocurrent can be completely switched between on and off within 50 ms. The

photoresponsivity can reach 7.5 mA/W with an incident light of a power about 80

µW and a gate voltage of 50 V. In Ref.24, it also demonstrated that the absorp-

tion spectrum can be controlled by changing the thickness of MoS2 from monolayer

to multi-layers. Gas sensors based on MoS2 was also experimentally realized25 for

detecting nitric oxide. In that study, monolayer MoS2 gave an unstable response
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current, however two-, three-, and four-layer MoS2 sensors yielded stable currents

and reached a detection sensitivity of 0.8 ppm. Other applications based on MoS2

include catalytic hydrodesulfonization, hydrogen evolution28,29, photoelectrochem-

cial hydrogen production30,31,32,33, small-signal amplifier34, and solid lubricant35.

To better understand the catalytic effect of MoS2, the dependence of morphological

and electronic structure on the number of layers and sizes were studied extensively

in the past26,187,188.

7. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we reviewed the defect engineering the properties of the 2D materials

with monatomic thick layers. We examined the effects of defects and dopants in

modifying the magnetic properties of graphene and graphene-like structures. It

was shown that through the use of vacancies that introduce different edge states,

magnetism may be induced within the structures. Edges such as zigzag states are

able to induce ferrimagnetism in a local area within the structures that decays as

the distance increases away from the states. In addition to vacancies, dopants and

hybrid structures may also result in induced magnetism.

Studies of graphyne and its family of materials have uncovered some useful prop-

erties. The different bonding structures of graphyne-1 and the changes in electronic

properties of the n graphynes give a rich set of properties even in the pristine state,

and the introduction of vacancies, adsorbed atoms, external electric fields, and me-

chanical strains provide ample means to modify these properties, most importantly

the band gap. Graphyne has not yet been synthesized, although research is con-

tinuing, and will be needed to provide experimental data against which to test

the computational predictions as well as to clarify some discrepancies regarding

mechanical properties.

Hexagonal boron nitride is an analogue of graphene which shows some impressive

properties including stiffness and strength, and has useful electronic properties as

well, such as wide band gap semi-conduction. The ability to combine graphene and

h-BN to form a hybrid structure shows promise for future property modulation

and control. The effects of vacancies have been studies by both computational and

experimental means, and h-BN shows show magnetic behavior for some types of

vacancies and for substitutional doping of certain dopants. Multi-layer h-BN has

been fabricated and used for some experimental studies, although more work is

needed to isolate a single layer. h-BN holds promise of being a useful material for

both mechanical and electronic applications.

Silicene and germanene, the graphene equivalents for silicon and germanium,

could follow this trend, opening new perspectives for applications, especially due

to their compatibility with Si based electronics. Silicene and germanene would

share essentially the same electronic properties as graphene, namely an electronic

dispersion resembling that of relativistic Dirac fermions at the K points of the

Brillouin-zone, the so-called Dirac points. However, isolated silicene does not yet
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exist in our world. In experiment, silicene was reported to grow on certain sur-

faces/substrates which play an important role in stabilizing silicene. In fact, these

substrates might influence the application of silicene. In addition, the effect of de-

fects in silicene/germanene on the electronic transport and mechanical properties

are still scarcely known. It is true that further experimental and theoretical inves-

tigations are needed.

It has only been nine years since the “discovery” of graphene. The graphene-like

2D systems are still in their infancy. However, the known outstanding properties of

such materials provide excellent motivation for expanding research activities in this

rapidly emerging field. Using advanced nanotechnologies such as accurate atom

manipulation, defect engineering that leads to the discovery of exotic properties

makes this field of 2D crystals a fertile one for future investigation and emerging

technological applications with precisely tailored properties.
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